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Answer: B
Reference:
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpapers/pdfs/redp5130.pdf

QUESTION: 25
IBM i2 Healthcare solution is designed to detect and analyze the multitude of fraud
schemes from both the provider and the beneficiary side, and to alert investigators
to the interrelationships between the two that can be indicative of more
sophisticated criminal fraud rings.

A. True
B. False

Answer: A

QUESTION: 26
Which is NOT part of the IAP security model?

A. ARPASECcntrl 6.5.32
B. Security Classification-based on the clearance level of the user.
C. Role based security-based on the users roles or groups
D. Compartment based security-based on the user's need to know

Answer: B
Reference:
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27042326&aid=1

QUESTION: 27
In order to get the fastest value from Intelligent Law Enforcement the
recommended rollout would be:

A. Deploy ILE console, deliver core analysis capabilities, populate the operational
store
B. Populate the operational store, deploy the ILE console, deliver core analysis
capabilities
C. Core analysis capabilities, populate operational store, deploy the ILE console
D. None of the above

Answer: C

QUESTION: 28
In order to utilize multiple repositories either within IAP or external, what
application within NDI would a user use?

A. Data must reside within IAP
B. Dynamic import tool
C. Intelligence Portal
D. None of the above

Answer: C
Reference:
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27040530&aid=1

QUESTION: 29
What are the technical benefits of the i2 Fraud Analysis Solution?

A. Data analysis from any source
B. Complex query capability
C. Charting capabilities
D. All of the above

Answer: D

QUESTION: 30
Within the i2 Intelligence Analysis Platform the primary location for good quality
information and intelligence is the group analysis repository. What are the three
modes for creating and augmenting information?

A. Manually, on demand and Ad-hoc
B. Auto, bulk, and csv
C. XLS. CSV and TXT
D. None of the above

Answer: B
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